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Abstract 

 This paper shows the arrangement of Industrial Automation using Arduino. This circuit will do the 

assignment of counting the quantity of people or laborers in an industry bi directionally. This count will be 

extremely exact and it will signal an admonition caution on the off chance that the quantity of individuals 

surpasses the cutoff. The total number of individuals will show up on the LCD. In the circuit an Arduino 

UNO Board is used. This will help in the exact estimation of the guests and is less complicated contrasted 

with a microcontroller. The arduino will get signals from the sensors and those signs work heavily 

influenced by a programming code which is taken care of in the ROM of the arduino. The Infrared 

Receivers will ceaselessly screen any element which passes both external the structure and inside the 

structure. As indicated by the quantity of visitors inside the business, electronic machines like lights,fans 

and coolers will be triggered here and there. This robotization will save bunches of power. There will 

likewise be a temperature and dampness sensor which will distinguish the temperature of an industry. On 

the off chance that the temperature surpasses under any condition the circuit will blare, an admonition 

caution 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Enterprises require an enormous number of work power and support. Here in this given paper we have done 

whatever it takes to facilitate the business work by lessening the utilization of power and giving security 

highlights which won't prompt perilous circumstances. This will be facilitated by power support. Over 

numerous years visitors, counters are utilized in numerous areas. Here the microcontroller is supplanted 

with an arduino board for improved results and less intricacy. The sensors utilized in this circuit are 

extremely proficient as far as execution in contrast with the manual count counter. This circuit can be 

utilized in many spots like homeroom lobbies, a theater, libraries, local area corridors, and so forth. It is a 

need to screen the guests for better human traffic on the board. 

The human counting was questionable and came at an extraordinary expense. It might very well be mistaken 

for an individual to count the amount of individuals entering and leaving at an equivalent time. Our intention 

is to plan and foster this framework to oversee human traffic in an enormous industry and furthermore ration 

the utilization of power. Our primary point in this paper is developing a guest counter which will make a 

regulator circuit model to count and compute the quantity of visitors in a structure or room at a specific time 

and every one of the electrical machines will be turned here and there as needed. It is likewise our point that 

this regulator base circuit model blares an admonition caution for security purposes when the limit of the 

structure and the temperature surpasses. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

 

This part includes the philosophy of DBVC from the framework outline of every single part used to gather 

the visitor counter to permit compelling group the executives as in observing and controlling. The Arduino 

based visitor counter is made to respond to the deformities in the executions of as of now happened 

counters. The plan in its sense has four (4) primary areas and circuits as shown in Figure1. These 

incorporate discovery segments (IR sensor hardware), Arduino area, cautioning segments (LCD and 
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Buzzer) and power supply circuit. 

 

3. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

Many previously made frameworks for temperature estimating and examining, by and large purposes a 

microcontroller ATMEL 89C512. At the point when the determined signs are changed over completely to 

advanced structure are known as the examining(sampling) moments; the in the middle of between nonstop 

samplings is known as the examining(sampling) time frame. The result received from the cycle is a 

persistent time signal. The result is then different from the computerized structure by the A-D converter. 

The modification is finished during the inspecting times. 

 

DISADVANTAGES OF EXISTING SYSTEM: 

 

a) Hypothetical ideas might require not many changes in reasonable execution. 

b) Circuits with low reach can't be utilized to work at large areas. 

c) While ceaseless changes in the count worth might look confounding. 

d) Utilizes miniature Controller ATMEL 89C51. 

e) Circuit gets greater in size 

f) Programming for microcontroller 8051 is troublesome. 

g) Circuit gets intricate, troublesome and befuddling. 

 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

In this model we are utilizing the DHT11 sensor into the right voltage. This voltage is applied to the arduino 

and as indicated by the program it processes the simple sign into a computerized sign and structures a 

specific voltage for a specific temperature. We utilized an arduino (microcontroller) to execute this 

framework. IR sensors will count the quantities of visitors and consequently run the lights and fans likewise. 

An LCD show will show the outcomes as a result. 

 

ADVANTAGES 

a) This model can be executed as a mechanized change to increment energy proficiency. 

b) The model can be applied at the entry of a space to work the lights and different machines. 

c) At the point when the inclination of individuals is zero in a room, the circuit will naturally turn off the 

power supply and hence preserve the utilization of power. 

d) It will significantly help the genuinely tested individuals. 

e) It is effortlessly worked and not mind boggling like a miniature regulator. 

 

 

 

4.1. APPLICATIONS 

 

a) This model can be executed in party or local area corridors where the quantity of individuals 

going to a party can be determined without any problem. 

b) It may very well be applied at workplaces. 

c) It tends to be utilized at homes and homerooms to compute the quantity of visitors getting 

inside. 

d) It can likewise be utilized for power protection via consequently turning off the lights and fans 

when not being used. 

 

 

4.2. COMPONENTS USED: 

 

Here in this model we have used the following components 

 

1. Arduino UNO as the control unit: The Arduino Uno is an open source foundation of gadgets. The 

miniature regulator board runs on the ATmega328. It comprises 14 computerized input/yield pins, 6 simple 

data sources, 16 MHz clay resonator, a USB port, a power port, an ICSP header, and a reset button. It 

comprises fundamental things expected to run the microcontroller; just we need to interface the arduino to a 
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PC with a USB link or power it with an AC-to-DC connector or a battery to start. 

 

2. Infrared sensor module: An infrared sensor transmits infrared beams to distinguish any object of 

its environmental factors. An IR sensor can both distinguish the intensity and movement of an article. The 

beams are not being seen by our eyes and can be distinguished by an IR. The producer is a LED (Light 

Emitting Diode) and the finder is a photodiode. 

 

3. Fluid Crystal Display: Liquid Crystal Display screen is a computerized show module. It is tracked 

down in a giant scope of uses. It is 16*2 LCD shows essential modules. LCDs are effectively 

programmable; have no limit of showing extraordinary and even custom characters (in contrast to in seven 

portions), activities, etc. A 16*2 LCDs can show 16 characters for every line and there are two lines. 

 

4. Computerized Humidity and Temperature Sensor (DHT11): The DHT11 sensor is an ultra low-

cost temperature and stickiness sensor. It utilizes a capacitance sogginess sensor and an indoor regulator to 

work out neighboring encompassing, and tosses out a result signal on the information pin. It tends to be 

utilized effectively, yet needs right timing to accomplish information. 

 

5. Transfer Switch: A hand-off is an electrically worked switch. Many transfers are utilized to 

securely control different electrical apparatuses. Transfers are utilized in a circuit controlled by a different 

less power signal and furthermore many circuits can be constrained by just a single sign. 

 

6. Signal: A ringer or caution is a sound gadget, which might be of the accompanying kinds, 

mechanical, electromechanical, or piezoelectric (piezo for short). Ordinary purposes of bells incorporate 

alert gadgets and security. It will tell the client on the off chance that there is an over-burden of some sort. 

 

7. Electronic Devices: Electronic gadgets like bulb and fan are utilized to test the framework. 

Numerous other electronic gadgets can be utilized in this module later on. 

8.  

 

4.3 HARDWARE PLATFORM 

 

In this model our fundamental intention is to propose a model that comprises a visitor counter which will 

consequently turn on the electrical gadgets and furthermore, the temperature and clamminess will be 

estimated inside an industry. The Proposed framework's engineering outline is given in Figure. An IR shaft 

is utilized as the wellspring of a light pillar. Bidirectional Guest Counter, which helps in the programmed 

electrical gadgets regulator and Arduino as the primary control unit has two areas. DHT11 sensor is utilized 

for identifying room temperature and a bell will tell on the off chance that there is exceptionally increment 

of the two individuals and temperature. 

 

 

Checking Arduino Reading: 

Arduino assists clients with screening various kinds of sensors, for instance, IR sensor and movement 

sensors. The GPIO pins inbuilt on Arduino board can help as widespread use I/P and O/P pins (GPIO). The 

ATmega328 miniature regulator on the Arduino board completes the simple-to-computerized 

transformation, which changes the I/P signal from 0 to 1023. 

 

Regulator: 

The actuating is finally finished by the Arduino entryway. The Arduino takes action ceaselessly to work the 

on/off of the LED and control the bell. In this model it has two sections, one the transmitter area where the 

light result is given. The other is the beneficiary end where light is taken as info and applied on the passage 

sensor circuit and leave sensor circuit. 

 

Framework Protection 

Frequently arbitrary power supply might prompt harming the parts of the circuit. When the arduino link is 

taken care of with the I/P power source then it sends the result of parts. It gives a standard and static power 

supply and furthermore shields from power floods. 

 

Infrared Sensing System 

The IR module holds IR diodes and LEDs. Potentiometer is used for setting comparative voltage at 

comparator's one terminal and IR sensor identifies any individual and gives a change in voltage at 
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comparator's subsequent terminal. By then the comparator takes a gander at other two voltages and a 

computerized signal at yield one is sent for a passage sensor and second for a leave sensor circuit. 

 

Counter Display 

In this portion we have used LCD to show the quantity of visitors in the room. The system is framed using 

the Arduino(IDE) stage. Right when Arduino checks for zero condition (Zero condition suggests no one in 

the room) and finds it is certified then the Arduino kills the globule by deactivating the exchange through a 

semiconductor. Here there are two capacities with respect to in and out. This expansion or decrement is 

executed in LCD. 

 

 

4.4 BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

Fig1: Block Diagram 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig2:Circuit Diagram 

 

4.5 FLOWCHART OF WORKING MODEL 

Initially the sensor 1 is meddled first then the arduino will look for the sensor 2. Moreover, in case it is 

encroached upon the arduino will add the count. At the point when the primary individual goes inside the 
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room then the counter goes to 1 and that time the FAN/LIGHT will turn on. Again the sensor 2 is impeded 

first then the arduino will look for the sensor 1. Furthermore, in the event that it is interfered with, the count 

will be diminished. 

 

 

Fig3: Flowchart of the working model 

system 

 

 

At the point when all individuals in the room leaves then the counter goes to 0 and afterward the 

FAN/LIGHT will switch off. Assuming there are overabundant quantities of people the bell will begin 

blaring and will quit humming once the abundance of individuals leaves the room. Likewise on the off 

chance that the temperature of the room surpasses the specific cutoff the ringer will begin signaling and this 

will add as a wellbeing highlight. The figure is shown Fig 3 

 

 

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

In order to complete and display the structure developed speculatively, we made a model that addresses the 

system. In this manner the entire framework that is being created is given underneath in the fig4. 

 

 

fig 4 complete circuit 
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For future work, a few ideas like, development of cameras through considering the image can 

be taken care of precisely. Far off accessibility will be carried out to the system, by controlling 

Wi-Fi modules. The whole system can be produced as a business gear group. 

 

6. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

A clever design for a monetary bidirectional Visitor Counter, mechanized electrical gadgets regulator 

alongside stickiness and temperature locator with security caution is proposed and executed in this paper. 

It gives a fundamental idea of how to run the bidirectional visitor counter and room light regulator using 

Arduino circuit and Arduino IDE) 
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